Canadian Data Storage Company, Synetic, Now Offering FileLock Archive
& Compliance Software from Storage Clarity
Offering Simplified Compliance & Preservation for Microsoft Disk-based
Archive Storage Systems
Calgary, Alberta, Canada – April 6, 2010 – Storage Clarity, a North American data-storage
technology company, announced today that it has partnered with Canadian headquartered storage
manufacturer/distributor Synetic, to bundle Grau Data’s FILELOCK disk archiving software with their
data storage units/products.
As a reseller of FILELOCK, Synetic will be able to offer their customers disk based archive storage
solutions; complete with compliance enabling features such as WORM data authenticity, time based
file retention and extended file security. Simply stated, FILELOCK converts any new or existing
Microsoft NTFS volume into a magnetic WORM NTFS volume. FileLock is completely transparent to
application programs and operating system utility programs. In North America, Grau Data’s
FILELOCK software is exclusively distributed and supported by the Storage Clarity.

Moe Vesal, Technical Manager of Synetic stated: “With FILELOCK, Synetic will now be able to market
a family of comprehensive archive/compliance data storage solutions. FILELOCK not only offers
secure archiving on Synetic disk and IP based products, it connects transparently to applications in
our key vertical markets, including Government, Financial Services, Legal, Healthcare, and
Surveillance.”

Graham Irving, President of Storage Clarity, is please to be working with Synetic. “Synetic has a
diverse set of customers that rely on Synetic expertise and quality storage products to ensure reliable
access to their information. Synetic’s ability to offer cost-effective storage products along with
FILELOCK software will provide excellent value and data preservation to small and medium sized
organizations.”

About Storage Clarity
Storage Clarity is a full service value added distributor and integrator specializing in archiving,
compliance and data-protection storage solutions and services. The company's goal is building
lasting partner and customer relationships to deliver innovative, reliable and cost effective solutions.
Established in 2009, Storage Clarity is a privately held company headquartered in Calgary, Alberta,
Canada.
For press inquiries, please contact Graham Irving at (403) 764-1320 or
graham@storageclarity.com.
Additional information on Storage Clarity is available on
www.storageclarity.com.
About Synetic
Synetic Inc. is a North American server and data-storage manufacturer and distributor specializing in
high-performance, cost-effective and reliable data protection products. Synetic’s mission is to bring a
new approach to data storage management and provide valuable solutions to their clients world-wide.
Synetic is a privately held company based in Victoria, BC, Canada. For press inquiries, please
contact Synetic Inc. at (250) 475-3001 or email to inquiry@synetic.ca. Additional information on
Synetic is available on www.synetic.net.

